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Introduction
• What is a “cross over” youth?
• Agenda:
• The School to Prison Pipeline
• Why are foster youth at greater risk of

crossing over?
• What can you do to support cross over

youth (or those likely to cross over)?
• Special Education Advocacy
• School Discipline Advocacy
• Delinquency Court Advocacy
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• The Alliance for Children's Rights

protects the rights of impoverished
and abused children and youth so
that they have safe, stable homes,
health care and the education they
need to thrive.
• Since our founding in 1992, we have
provided free legal services and
advocacy to over 125,000 children
and youth in Los Angeles County.
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The Statistics
75% of state prison inmates did not graduate from high school.
68% of foster children have a disability; however only 36%
receive appropriate special education services.
Nearly 30% of foster children will “cross over” into the juvenile
delinquency system.
Foster youth and youth of color receive more severe
sanctions from school discipline and the juvenile justice system
than their peers.

66% of cross‐over youth in Los Angeles have a mental health
problem.

87% of youth in the juvenile justice system have learning
disabilities.
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Why do the statistics look like this:
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
High Levels of Need
• Youth in foster care may have high levels of need for special

education services resulting from neglect, abuse, and trauma
that are not addressed and lead to development of more
extreme behaviors.
• Some of these disabilities may include:

• Intrusive thoughts, irritability, inattention, hypersensitivity
• Developmental trauma – language, memory and organizational capabilities
• Social/emotional/behavioral problems
• Complex trauma, Anxiety (PTSD), Depression
• Withdrawal, perfectionism, “defiance”
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The School to Prison Pipeline
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
Needs Not Met in School
• As foster youth move from placement to placement, they lose

an average of 4‐6 months of academic progress with each
move, and are unlikely to have a strong parent advocate to
identify or seek services to address their needs. (Until they
have a CASA, of course!)
• Overburdened schools are incentivized to ignore needs that
might lead to costly services.
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
School Discipline
• Once unaddressed problems become too great, schools discipline
youth resulting in youth being sent out of class and into the
delinquency system.
• Without strong parent advocates, the rights of foster youth in school
discipline proceedings are often ignored.
• Research shows foster youth experience:
• High rates of out‐of‐school suspension and expulsions, leading
to lower academic achievement and increased juvenile
incarceration.
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
Push Out
• Sometimes, rather than using formal disciplinary procedures, schools
simply push these youth out informally.
• Struggling foster youth may be counseled to leave their comprehensive
school and go to a continuation school, community day school, or
independent study program. Studies have shown that these options
often are a stepping stone to dropping out of school altogether.
• Research shows foster youth experience:
• Higher absenteeism, tardiness, truancy
and dropout rates.
• Lower high school graduation rates.
• When Youth are out of school, they are more
likely to get into trouble on the streets.
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
Criminalization in Delinquency Court
• Typical youthful behaviors may become crimes before the

delinquency court when youth are living in group and foster homes.
• For example, a youth who throws a phone in a group home out of frustration

may be arrested and charged with assault, whereas in a biological family the
problem would likely be dealt with internally.
• Courts and stakeholders are unaware of how disabilities and a lack of

appropriate services may lead to criminalization of disability related
behaviors.
• For example, youth may act out impulsively due to unaddressed Post

Traumatic Stress Disorder that the court never learns about. Foster youth are
then punished, rather than treated. This increases their likelihood of future
negative behaviors, rather than reducing it as intended.
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The School to Prison Pipeline:
Terms of Probation
• Terms of probation always require good grades and citizenship.

However, without an adult advocating for new services to help
them, students are often unable to improve performance.
• Making matters worse, once involved in the delinquency

system, youth are often discriminated against in school:
• Denied enrollment in comprehensive school;
• Carefully monitored so that minor infractions lead to exclusionary school

discipline and push out.
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Interventions to End the
School to Prison Pipeline
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Pipeline Interventions:
Identifying Needs and Getting Services
• Indicators of Need for Intervention:
• Poor Grades or Poor Standardized Test Scores
• Poor Behavior
• Excessive Absences or Skipped Classes
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Pipeline Interventions:
Identifying Needs and Getting Services
• General Education Supports:
• Tutoring
• Remedial Classes
• Counseling
• Special Education
• Designed to meet the specific learning needs of a child with a disability.
• Must assess in “all areas of suspected need.”
• Must provide a free, appropriate, public education (FAPE).
• Ask for Services at an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) meeting.
• Even for youth with an IEP, ask for a new meeting to review progress. If not
succeeding, needs new plan.
• If needed, request appointment of a 317e education attorney.
*For more information, reference Special Education Training (Materials from
April 23, being repeated August 13)
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Pipeline Interventions:
School Discipline (General Education)
Suspensions
• Limit: Students may only be suspended for a total of 20 days per
school year (30 days if they change schools). This includes partial
days (for example, the day of the incident).
• Informal Suspensions: Students should not be sent home early or
asked to stay home for a day without a formal suspension in writing.
(The record is needed to document the number of days sent home.)
• Interventions: Unless the offense is so serious that a school must
recommend expulsion (for example brandishing a weapon or sexual
assault), a school is required to attempt other interventions prior to
suspension or other discipline.
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Pipeline Interventions:
School Discipline (General Education)
Expulsions
• Statements: Students may be asked by school administration or
police to make an oral or written statement. Students may refuse to
make a statement, but are usually not made aware of this option.
These statements may later be used against the student in court or
in an expulsion hearing. *Discuss these rights with youth you are
working with. Counsel youth to politely decline making or writing a
statement unless a parent or guardian is present (or not at all).
• Hearings: A formal hearing must be held and a decision to expel
must be made by persons who do not work at the school. A student
may bring an attorney to the hearing. Schools cannot expel a
student without providing all documents in writing and formally
inviting an education rights holder to a hearing.
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Pipeline Interventions:
School Discipline (General Education)
• Expulsions Cont.
• Right to Attend School: While expelled, students have a right to go
to another school. The expelling school must assist the student in
finding other school options. Usually, the main option offered is a
community day school. Community day schools are usually filled
with youth who have been excluded from their local school due to
behavior problems. If possible, explore other options for the youth.
For example, charter schools.
• Readmittance: If expelled, students must be given specific terms to
meet that will allow them to apply for readmittance within 1 school
year.
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Pipeline Interventions:
School Discipline (Special Education)
For youth with IEPs, or those who are in the process of being assessed
for special education, there are special protections and rules that must
be followed in addition to the general education due process
protections.
*Please attend Special Education II
training (October 8th) to learn more.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 1: Ticketing or Arrest
• Ticketing: Diversion (New Policy!): In the past tickets had court

dates, now they do not. Tickets are sent to the Probation
Department to determine whether they will be filed in court, or
referred to a diversion program. If the case is filed in court, the
youth will receive a letter with the court date and location
information. *If your youth receives a ticket and subsequently
moves, contact the Probation Department to make sure the youth
does not miss this notice.
• Arrest: Sometimes, instead of receiving a ticket, a youth will be
immediately arrested and taken into custody. These youth are
usually taken to a juvenile hall facility, and must be arraigned
within 72 hours. There is no such thing as “bail” for these youth.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 2: Multi‐Disciplinary Team (MDT) Meeting
• When a youth with an open dependency case is charged with a

crime in the delinquency court, a 241.1/MDT meeting is ordered.
• Required members: youth’s social worker, a probation officer, a
mental health professional, and an education consultant. Optional
members: CLC representative and CASA. *CASA’s should attend
these meetings if possible to share valuable information.
• The team is tasked with writing a report to the court about the
youth’s needs, and making recommendations regarding disposition
and services.
• As a CASA, you can come to this meeting and share important
information about the youth. You will need to leave before a
recommendation is made, but your input can still make a big
difference in the way the other members of the team view the youth
and their potential for improvement.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 3: Going to Court
• Youth:

• Clothing: You should encourage the youth to dress

appropriately for court. They do not need to buy a suit;
however, they should dress a nicely as possible. Clothing
should not be too revealing, and should be tucked in if
applicable.
• Language/Behavior: Coach the youth prior to court about
addressing the judge respectfully as “Your Honor” or
“Sir/Ma’am.” They should also sit up and make eye contact.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 3: Going to Court (Cont.)
• CASA:

• Going to Court: If possible, it can be extremely helpful for the youth

if the CASA attends court with them. You will be able to help the
youth explain their situation to their attorney there, and
demonstrate to the judge that the youth will have support to
improve their behavior and access services.
• What to Do: Similar to Dependency Court: Check in with deputy
upon arrival, ask who public defender is and try to speak with them
when they have a moment. Bring school information (copies of
report card, assessments and IEPs), mental health information
(documentation of therapy, diagnosis, hospitalizations). Provide
public defender with this information, not the court, so that they
can determine which things will help the case.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 4: Court
• Players in Delinquency Court
• Public Defender: represents the youth.
• District Attorney: represents the county (similar to a district attorney in

adult penal system).
• Conflict Panel: small panel of attorneys available to handle conflicts
when no other public defender is available.
• Judge: there are no juries in delinquency court. The judge makes all
rulings.
• *Parent does not have representation.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 5: Court Dates
Types of Court Dates:

1.) Detention Hearing
• Only occurs if a youth is arrested and detained. Must occur within 72 hours.
Judge determines if youth must remain detained pending initial hearing.
2.) Initial Hearing
• If youth is not detained, must take place within 15 days.
3.) Pre‐Plea Reports and 241.1 Hearings
• Judge will order Probation to prepare a report about the current charge,
previous delinquency involvement, and home life.
4.) Jurisdictional Hearing
• At this hearing the youth may admit or contest the charges against them.
• Often, the Public Defender will work with the District Attorney to make a plea
deal: they will offer the youth a reduced charge in exchange for making an
admission.
5.) Disposition Hearing
• Judge will decide what will happen to youth. Options include: placing them in
custody (for example, at a detention camp), placing them on probation, and/or
requiring that they provide restitution to victims, do community service, attend
counseling, etc.
6.) Review Hearing
• Often set every 6‐12 months, the Judge reviews the youth’s progress and
performance under probation supervision. If the youth has successfully
completed all the conditions of probation and the period of supervision has run,
the court will close the case.
*Often more than one type of hearing will be handled on a given court date.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 5: Court Dates (Cont.)
• What you can do as a CASA in preparation for and at court

dates:

• Write a short letter to the court explaining the youth’s history, current

mental health status, and special circumstances. Particularly focusing
on how this information may relate to the charge. Give this letter to
public defender and ask them to submit it. If possible, get public
defender’s contact information so that you can share the letter with
them and have them help you edit it before the next court date.

• “Mitigating Circumstances,” or things that might change the way the court

views the action that the youth took, can be very important. For example, if
a youth is charged with getting into a fight at school, it may change the way
the judge views them if they learn that the child was physically abused at
home and is suffering from related mental health difficulties. You could tell
the judge about the services that the youth has in place to address these
issues, in hopes that the judge may prefer that the youth continue to focus
on those services, rather than simply locking them up.

*See sample letter handout.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Court
Step 6: Court Disposition
• Types of Disposition:
• Informal
• Welfare and Institutions Code (WIC) Section 654.2 or 725(a): If the youth does not

commit a new offense and completes the terms of probation, the court dismisses
the case. DCFS will remain in charge of the youth, rather than Probation taking
over.

• Deferred Entry of Judgment (DEJ)
• WIC Section 790: Available for certain categories of felony if the youth is over 14.

Youth must admit the charge, but if they meet the terms of their probation and do
not reoffend, the petition is dismissed (deemed never to have occurred). DCFS will
remain in charge of the youth, rather than Probation taking over.

• Formal
• WIC Section 602: Youth admits the charge, or is found guilty after a trial.
• WIC 300/602: For youth with open dependency cases, the judge may keep both

cases open in what is called “dual jurisdiction.” The judge will decide if DCFS or
Probation will become the “lead agency” who is in charge of placing the youth. *If
the youth is in a good DCFS placement and has services in place, you will want to
point out the reasons to keep DCFS as the lead agency.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Delinquency
Step 7: Court Placement
• Placement Options for Youth Under Probation Supervision:
1.

Home on Probation “HOP”
*”HOP” means the home of a biological or adoptive parent, or a legal guardian. If the
court makes an order of HOP when the youth is in the home of a relative or non‐relative
foster parent, this could jeopardize their funding. This is a mistake that is regularly made
by the delinquency court, and something you should look out for.

2.

3.
4.

Suitable Placement (this is ordered if a parent’s home is not available
or deemed to not provide adequate supervision), may include home
of relative, group home or facility
Camp (boot camp‐can serve terms of up to 1 year)
Division of Juvenile Justice (for youth considered dangerous‐similar
to prison – formerly Children’s Youth Authority)
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Pipeline Interventions:
Meeting Terms of Probation
Youth Need Assistance in Completing the Terms of Their Probation:
1.) Doing well in school
• As a CASA, you can make sure that the youth has all of the general and special

education services that they need to succeed in school.
• You are also there to explain to the court if poor grades or struggles with citizenship
are related to unaddressed needs, rather than a lack of willingness to work hard on
the part of the youth.

2.) Accessing Services Such as Mental Health and Anger Management
• As a CASA, you can work with the youth’s probation officer and social worker to make

sure that the youth is connected to the services that they need.

3.) Community Service
• As a CASA, you can make sure that a youth is referred to an appropriate agency to

complete their community service. The rules are very flexible. Good options often
include religious organizations, community groups, and the youth’s school.

***Get documentation of everything! The judge and probation officer will
need to see evidence in writing of any steps taken to meet these terms. They
will expect to see progress at each court date.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Rights of Foster and Probation Youth
Participation in the Delinquency System often means youth are illegally
denied basic rights that other youth enjoy. As a CASA, you can make
sure that the youth’s rights are respected. These rights include:
• The right to attend their local, comprehensive school, rather than a
community day school, independent study program or continuation
school. (California Education Code, Section 48200)
• Youth involved in delinquency, or returning from a camp program are often

encouraged to attend these “alternative” school settings. They do not offer
the full array of services and supports that a comprehensive school setting
does—particularly if a youth has special education needs.
• The right not to be discriminated against based on their delinquency

status. (Senate Bill 1088)
*See Education Laws Handout for details.
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Pipeline Interventions:
Rights of Foster and Probation Youth
When a youth enters the delinquency system, his or her special rights
as a foster youth are also maintained.
These rights include:
• Right to immediate enrollment in school (AB 490)
• Right to receive partial credits when a move occurs in the middle of a
semester (AB 167/216)
• Right to return to a youth’s school of origin (AB 490)
*For more information please reference the Education 101 and Getting
to Graduation trainings (dated January 15, 2013 and November 5,
2014 respectively).
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Pipeline Interventions:
Re‐Entry Supportive Services After Camp
There are efforts being made to train schools on these rights:
Judge Groman’s Road Show
• Collaborative effort of Judge Groman, Probation, Los Angeles County
Office of Education, Department of Mental Health, Alliance for
Children’s Rights.
• Went to each SPA and trained as many of Los Angeles County school
districts as possible on the rights of youth transitioning out of
juvenile hall and camps, and back into the community.
But, a knowledge gap still exists, and CASAs are needed to help spread
the word!
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For more help…
If you have exhausted every outlet, seek help.
• Ask the minor’s attorney to complete a referral for a WIC 317(e) attorney

to be appointed
• Call the Alliance for Children’s Rights (213) 368‐6010 or visit our website:

www.kids‐alliance.org

